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Dear Parents,
Here are some ideas to help children use their time constructively during the long
summer break. Some activities require adult supervision - learning together can be
loads of fun for you both, parent and child.
Most of the children are able to understand instructions given in English but
it is also important that your child learns to converse in English. He / She should
speak to the teacher and friends in English. Here are some teaching tips for you…


You must converse in English with your child



Story Time



Show and Tell activity
Show and Tell
Do this activity with your child using common
household objects/toys
e.g. spoon, jug, doll, favourite dress, cycle,
wristwatch, hat/cap, toy car etc
Make simple sentences to describe the
object
For a cap, you can say
This is a cap.
I wear it on my head.
It is a big/small cap.
It is …….in colour.
I love to wear my cap.

Story Time
Read 2 short stories to your child
from the Panchtantra/Aesop’s Fables
every week
Talk about the moral
at the end of the story
(What is right/wrong)
Do an activity related to the story
e.g. drawing, dramatization, creating
puppets etc

Do…

Create and Learn

Say a prayer before every meal

Mix colours- red + white, Black
+ white, yellow + green what
happens?

Drink Nimbu paani, Rooh Afza, milk
shakes

Paint on old newspapers with a
long handle brush

Mark the day and date on the
calendar

Make a Wind Chime using a
Paper Cup. Make the Sun, Moon
and stars of different sizes and
attach them to ribbons on the
Wind Chime.

Practice writing your name
everyday
Meditate and do simple yoga
exercises

Make 3-D figures with Playdoh
(plasticine)

Join your parents for their morning
walk
Play outdoors/board games

Shirt Photo Frame Art
We are sending one photo frame
cutout . Decorate it using waste
material like buttons, wool,
toothpicks, broken bangles ,
bindis etc .

e.g. Ludo

Learn to dress yourself, button
your shirt and tie your shoelaces on
your own
Water the plants

Please stick one photo of the child
with his/her dad and decorate the
shirt frame.

Feed the birds with bajra and
water
Give away toys and clothes that
you do not need
Wash your school bag and water
bottle when school reopens

Do not……
Watch too much of
television/mobile
Waste food
Bite your nails
Put your fingers in your mouth

Please bring ONLY the following
to school on July 2, 2018
 Your decorated Photo Frame.
 Your Wind Chime with stars, Sun
and Moon

